Client Testimonials

&quot;GyanSys is an excellent example of a technology-based business that is investing in
Indiana and creating the types of jobs we need to further strengthen and diversify our
economy.&quot;

-Mitch Daniels

Indiana Governor

&quot;GyanSys was engaged in our implementation midstream and immediately added value.
We reached a plateau with our implementation partner’s development expertise and leveraged
GyanSys’ expertise to validate our existing configuration and advise us on our final
configuration changes. In addition, GyanSys consistently met its time and budget commitments.
Their firm developed some ABAP reports needed to run the day to day business in a very short
time frame. There are definitely a boutique firm I will always look to partner with on future design
and development activities. Their expertise in SAP-PLM is the best I’ve seen so far…&quot;

-Director - Service Solutions

Stanley Security Solutions
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&quot;Gyansys was instrumental in helping us implement Project Systems and Investment
Management. They brought SAP expertise and functional knowledge, coupled with practical
business experience that we were able to use to our advantage in defining and developing a
cost-effective solution. Our implementation was seamless and transparent to the user
community and we were able to successfully use it from day one. &quot;

-Project manager

Discrete Manufacturing company based in Mid-west

&quot;The scope of the Capital Management Project involved annual and quarterly
forecasting, budgeting, project initiation to release, project execution to close, and asset
acquisition to retirement processes... (they) assisted us in the process engineering exercise,
role definition and change management effort during rollout in the U.S., Europe and
Asia... &quot;

-Vice President Finance

AMD - Advanced Micro Devices.

&quot;We applaud GyanSys' achievement as an SAP services partner certified in the Run
SAP methodology. By adopting the end-to-end solution operations standards provided by the
Run SAP methodology, GyanSys will deliver to its customers a higher level of effectiveness and
efficiency.&quot;
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- Executive Vice President of Active Global Support at SAP AG.

&quot;GyanSys PLM consultants provided invaluable knowledge and support during the
implementation of our SAP PLM Pilot project. Their product knowledge of the latest PLM
release, and their ability to troubleshoot helped us complete our project in a short time.&quot;

- Chief Information officer
Engineering and Operations company
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